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I absolutely LOVE the new 1..2..3 One Hour Affiliate strategy from 
Erica Stone.

It is a strategy that everyone and ANYONE can follow to bring in 
some extra money as an Amazon affiliate (or any affiliate 
program, for that matter).

The only issue I have with the training guide is an issue I feared 
might happen...and then saw actually DID happen to some folks 
in the product formum thread.

Problem:  New Blogger Blogs Getting DELETED

Ack!

That's not good at all and sure makes you feel as if you've hit a 
brick wall with that “nothing will EVER work for ME” sad feeling.

I don't want that happening to my folks so I'd like to share my 
knowledge and findings after having many, many 
blogger/blogspot blogs for many, many years.

I've officially had ONE suspended for spam.

Know why?

I did all I could to MAKE it happen.

I wanted to know where the 'line in the sand' was that caused a 
new blogger blog to get suspended for spam/TOS violations as 
an affiliate marketer.

Note:  NO, I did not do BAD things with that blog – I simply way 
overdid it as an affiliate to see what would happen.
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Also to note:  I got that blog UN-suspended as well.  ;)

First off, the suspending/deleting of new blogs (and some older 
ones as well) happens by an algorithm.  It's not real human 
beings looking at your blog...it's an automated thing that looks 
for “footprints” and other things that are deemed common of 
spam blogs.

A blog that serves no purpose other than to sell things is 
considered a 'spam blog' to the Blogger staff (ie, Google – since 
they own Blogger/Blogspot).

That means, if you take out your affiliate links, does your content 
serve ANY purpose at all?

If you read through Erica's guide, and think about that question, 
you can see how an automated algorithm might tag a new 'One 
Hour Affiliate' blog as spam.  Agree?

I'm going to share some tips as well as my example blogger blog 
to help you start your new blog (and hopefully many new future 
blogs) off on the right foot and at least pass that initial automatic 
'sniff test' that all new Blogger blogs go thru.

This Bonus Guide is pretty much a supplement guide that fits in 
right after page 42 of Erica's main guide.

Complete set up >>  Bonus Guide >>  Continue on Page 43 of 
Erica's Guide.

That's the easy way, but to be totally honest, I don't do that.

I do NOT do the full set up and all the changes and edits, etc 
when I first start a new blog.
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Why?

Well, doesn't a brand new blog with all these fancy SEO changes 
and affiliate disclosures just SCREAM, “I'm gonna be an affiliate 
blog!!!!”

Yep, it sure does!

If **I** was the one programming the algorithm that performs the 
initial 'sniff test' on new blogs, I'd totally include the Amazon 
disclosure wording, wouldn't you?

And then, there are a sudden burst of new posts that ALL have 
affiliate links and keyword-targeted titles?

Sniff...sniff... FAIL!

My best advice – do NOT do that.

Naturally, I cannot guarantee that my tips n' tricks will protect 
your blog from EVER getting tagged as spam, but so far, over all 
these years, my record is pretty darn good.

Here we go... these are the exact steps I take to protect a new 
One Hour Affiliate blog from deletion.

Rule #1 ….

To read the rest of this bonus guide to learn how to help protect 
your new Blogger One Hour Affiliate blog from being deleted...

==>>  Buy One Hour Affiliate thru this link

and you will get the rest of this Bonus Guide for free  =)

It will be found right under your main download link.
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